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ABSTRACT
Predicting an infectious disease can help reduce its impact by advising public health interventions and personal preventive
measures. Novel data streams, such as Internet and social media data, have recently been reported to benefit infectious
disease prediction. However, few efforts have quantitatively assessed the predictive benefit of novel data streams in comparison
to more traditional data sources, especially at fine spatiotemporal resolutions. As a case study of dengue in Brazil, we have
combined multiple traditional and non-traditional, heterogeneous data streams (satellite imagery, Internet, weather, and clinical
surveillance data) across its 27 states on a weekly basis over seven years. For each state, we nowcast dengue based on
several time series models, which vary in complexity and inclusion of exogenous data (seasonal autoregressive integrated
moving average, vector autoregression, seasonal trend decomposition based on locally estimated scatterplot smoothing, and
their variants). The top-performing model varies by state, motivating our consideration of ensemble approaches to automatically
combine these models for better outcomes at the state level. For a trimmed mean ensemble approach, 25 states achieve
Pearson correlation coefficients (between fitted and observed values in the 2015-16 testing window) exceeding 80%; meanwhile,
the median value over the 27 states is 91.75%, and the maximum is 96.44%. Associated 95% prediction intervals reach
approximately 96% empirical coverage or more for half the states. Model comparisons suggest that predictions often improve
with the addition of exogenous data, although similar performance can be attained by including only one exogenous data
stream (either weather data or the novel satellite data) rather than combining all of them. Among the Brazilian states, the model
performance is spatially autocorrelated and associated with measures involving education, employment, and population. Our
results demonstrate that Brazil can be nowcasted at the state level with high accuracy and confidence, inform the utility of each
individual data stream, and reveal potential geographic contributors to predictive performance. Our work can be extended
to other spatial levels of Brazil, vector-borne diseases, and countries, so that the spread of infectious disease can be more
effectively curbed.
Introduction
In the past 15 years, dengue hemorrhagic fever and classic dengue have increased in many Latin American countries, including
Brazil1, 2. In addition to higher morbidity and mortality of dengue, the transmission pattern has changed from long intervals
to annual outbreaks in multiple locations and persistent co-circulation of several serotypes1–4. Understanding and accurately
predicting dengue can improve mitigation efforts as well as inform modeling approaches for newly emergent mosquito-borne
diseases. With over one million cases some years, Brazil as a country suffers among the highest numbers of dengue epidemics
in the world5. Despite its substantial global burden, dengue has received less attention than some other diseases (e.g., the flu)
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within the modeling community. We aim to address this gap by combining disparate data streams to nowcast dengue in Brazil
at the state level.
Advances in computing, remote sensing, and modeling have enabled the creation and analysis of big data for public
health applications6–8. In particular, novel approaches have been developed that combine non-traditional, heterogeneous data
streams with clinical surveillance data. For example, several epidemiological studies have assessed the impact of climatic9–23,
Internet,24–34, and remote sensing data19, 35, 35–47 for monitoring and forecasting disease. To address challenges associated
with novel data streams for disease surveillance, Althouse et al. have promoted a three-step system in a recent survey: “(1)
Quantitatively define the surveillance objective(s); (2) build the surveillance systems and model(s) by adding data (existing and
novel) in until there is no additional improvement in model performance to achieve stated objectives, assessed by (3) performing
rigorous validation and testing.”31 For (2), few studies48–50 have studied the relative contribution of each data stream when
predicting disease; additionally, “performance can be over-stated” when comparing models with novel data streams to “trivial
instances of traditional models”31. Meanwhile, a number of studies29, 32, 51 have failed to satisfy (3), raising concerns about
“over-fitting” and inflated predictive performance.
Our main contributions are as follows. 1) We combine traditional and nontraditional data sources (including remote sensing,
Internet, climatological, and clinical surveillance data), which together have rarely been used for disease modeling and never for
dengue modeling in Brazil. 2) For each of the 27 states in Brazil, weekly dengue is nowcasted over a six to seven year period;
few disease modeling studies involving disparate data streams have attempted to model an entire country simultaneously at the
state level. 3) For this task, we consider a selection of statistical models for time series: nontrivial baselines containing only past
dengue case counts (seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) and seasonal trend decomposition based
on LOESS), variants of SARIMA that contain transformed and dimension-reduced variables from the diverse data streams,
and a multivariate vector autoregressive model including transformed and dimension-reduced data. To automatically combine
nowcasts, ensemble methods are also explored. 4) We compare cross-validated model performance for 2015-16 along several
metrics (root mean square error (RMSE), relative RMSE, Pearson correlation, mean absolute error (MAE), and relative MAE);
cross-validation mirrors practical nowcasting by training with data that would be available at that time. 5) We refit our models
for subsets of data to quantitatively assess the benefit of each individual data stream versus their combination. Overall, we
produce an accurate nowcasting system at the state level of Brazil and establish a spatiotemporal framework that does not
assume one model for the entire nation. Beyond dengue in Brazil, we followed the standards outlined by Althouse et al.31 by
empirically demonstrating how nowcasting is affected by model, space, and inclusion of certain data streams.
Dengue & mosquito-borne disease modeling
Recently, mathematical52, statistical4, 14–19, 25, 29, 34, 53, climate-driven22, and computational20, 54 models have been used to
understand, simulate, and predict infectious diseases, particularly vector-borne diseases24, 28. In our study, we consider models
of dengue from statistics and machine learning, so we briefly summarize trends among similar work. Often, dengue has been
modeled with traditional distributions for count data from statistics. For example, Quasi-Poisson14, 15 and negative binomial
distributions have been applied33, 34, 53 because they account for over-dispersion in count data. In other cases, dengue has
been modeled as a continuous quantitative variable29 or a categorical risk level (e.g., high risk vs. low risk)19. Many studies
have utilized methods not adapted to time series data (e.g., linear regression26, 29, 51), while others have explicitly accounted
for temporal dependency through time series models (e.g., autoregression55–59). Traditional models from statistics have been
explored (e.g., linear regression26, 29, 51, generalized linear models34, and SARIMA55–59), while methods from statistical and
machine learning have also been deployed in recent years (e.g., tree-based methods34, support vector machines34, rule-based
learning19, and least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) regression18). For prediction, various performance
metrics have been reported, including correlation-based measures (e.g., coefficient of determination R2 and correlation
coefficient R)14, 25, 29, 34, 34, 51, 55, 58 and error estimates (e.g., root mean square error (RMSE) and relative RMSE25, 34, 34, 57, root
mean squared percentage error25, mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)18, 25, 59, and mean absolute error (MAE) and relative
MAE25, 33, 55, 58). For classification, performance metrics include classification accuracy60, sensitivity19, 60, specificity19, 60, and
area under the curve53. Lowe et al. have highlighted several issues in dengue prediction studies, including a lack of proper
validation53; indeed, Althouse et al. have confirmed that only 41% of selected papers on novel data streams contained any form
of validation31. Cross-validation or out-of-sample testing are essential for estimating true predictive performance and, hence,
establishing the utility of a model.
Internet data streams for disease applications
A number of studies have analyzed the potential use of Internet data streams, such as Twitter, Google, and Wikipedia, to
inform disease surveillance24–31, since people use the Internet to search and share health-related information. For example,
before visiting a doctor’s office, people experiencing fevers, headaches, and other symptoms might search “dengue symptoms”
on Google, and tracing these searches could provide an early warning of an outbreak. Comprehensive surveys have been
written24, 31, but here we highlight some studies focusing on dengue, particularly those in Brazil or using similar methods.
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Althouse et al. analyzed Google search terms and dengue incidence data from Singapore and Bangkok and concluded that
Google search terms helped predict dengue with high accuracy (out-of-sample R2 up to 0.948)28. Chan et al. used Google
search query volume for dengue-related queries in Brazil, among other countries; for the national level of Brazil, they reported
an extremely high correlation coefficient of R = 0.99 in a holdout set26. Gomide et al. identified a strong correlation of 0.9578
between tweets from Twitter and dengue surveillance data in Brazil, although there was no cross-validation or out-of-sample
validation32. Generous et al. used Wikipedia access logs and clinical surveillance data to monitor and forecast dengue in
Brazil and Thailand; while they reported an R2 value of 0.85 for the nation of Brazil, their work included no cross-validation or
out-of-sample validation51. De Almeida et al. nowcasted and forecasted dengue in Brazil at the national and city level using
tweets; at the national level, they reported adjusted R2 ranging from 0.94 (for nowcasting) to 0.87 (for forecasting up to 8 weeks
in advance)33. Guo et al. have nowcasted and forecasted dengue within cities of a province of China based on Baidu search
queries, as well as climate-related variables; support vector regression achieved a correlation coefficient of up to 0.999 in a 12
week forecast window34. Yang et al. predicted dengue at the national level of Brazil, among other countries; they reported
R = 0.971 in the recursive prediction window and demonstrated that inclusion of Google data improved model performance25.
Finally, Infodengue continually combines Twitter data with climate and case count data to nowcast dengue in 788 cities across
Brazil and reports the information online (https://info.dengue.mat.br)61, 62.
In addition to the lack of validation in several studies29, 32, 51 and focus on the national level in most studies25–28, 32, 51, few
consider the contribution of Internet data to dengue prediction when past dengue count is already included in the model. In
some countries, dengue clinical case data is limited, so surveillance efforts based only on Internet data are valuable. However,
in Brazil, we assume good availability of clinical case data (up to a two week lag in reporting), so we believe the utility of
Internet data should be judged against models already containing case data. With the exception of two studies25, 33, none of the
selected studies on dengue in Brazil compare the performance of models containing Internet data to models already containing
lagged case data. Similarly to Hii et al.15, we develop models under the fundamental time series assumption that past behavior
is the greatest influence of future behavior63. All our models contain past dengue cases and are quantitatively compared to
models separately adding each exogenous data stream (out of Google Health Trends, satellite, and climatological/weather) then
combining all data streams.
Satellite imagery for disease applications
Traditional epidemiology can benefit from collection and analysis of satellite imagery64, 65, since environmental factors
influencing health can be identified remotely. Due to the difficulty of obtaining mosquito count data across time and space,
satellite data have been used as proxies of mosquito habitat suitability and mosquito density35, 36, especially in studies of
dengue19, 38–42, malaria43, West Nile virus44–46, and Rift Valley Fever47. For example, mosquitoes primarily subsist on
vegetation, so the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), a satellite-derived measure of live green vegetation, can
signal good mosquito habitats and high mosquito counts. We summarize several studies of dengue that are similar in scope to
ours and note that dengue surveillance studies involving satellite data are limited (compared to studies exploiting weather and
Internet data streams). Laureano et al. have measured sea surface temperature (SST), temperature, precipitation, and humidity
variables, which account for 42% of variation in dengue cases in a Mexican state40. For an area of Costa Rica, Troyo et al.
have collected low, medium, and high resolution satellite imagery and explored potential relationships between NDVI, urban
structural variables, and dengue cases41. Buczak et al. have included measures of temperature, rainfall, altitude, NDVI, EVI,
southern oscillation index, and sea surface temperature anomaly (SSTA), as well as demographic and political stability data
to forecast dengue (as binary risk) for six districts in Peru; one classifier could detect outbreaks with 58.3% accuracy and
non-outbreaks with 96.1% accuracy19.
A commonality of the selected studies is the small considered geographic scale: one state40, one area41, and six districts in
a province19. In contrast, we have collected every Landsat and Sentinel image over Brazil across seven years, derived weekly
local-level indicators of vegetation, water, cloud cover, and burned areas, and then aggregated by over 5000 municipalities. Our
data covers the approximate 3.3 million square miles of Brazil, the fifth largest country in the world by area. Hence, the satellite
data alone are over 13 terabytes, and the processed indices include over 32 million entries over the seven-year period across
over four satellites for Brazil. Additionally, with the exception of Buczak et al.19, the discussed studies only explore potential
relationships among satellite data and dengue, rather than reporting validated predictive results. We compare cross-validated
nowcasting results for various statistical models and empirically assess the contribution of each data stream to prediction.
Weather data streams for disease applications
“Health and climate have been linked since antiquity,”66 and infectious disease modeling has investigated this connection in
countless studies. For dengue modeling in particular, no exogenous variables have been explored as extensively as weather, due
to the effects temperature, precipitation, and related variables have on mosquito habitat and life cycles67–69. For example, three
of the four mosquito life stages occur in stagnant water, so relatively high precipitation can often correspond to a large presence
and count of mosquitoes. There are several studies of dengue prediction using weather variables9–19, and the interested reader
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may refer to Viana et al.21 for a systematic review and to the World Health Organization for recent guidelines70. Here, we
describe a selection of studies aligning most closely with our goals. Hii et al. included mean temperature and rainfall, as well
as past dengue cases, in a model to predict dengue in Singapore; they reported training R2 of 0.84, as well as good ability to
classify outbreaks in the testing set15. Lowe et al. forecasted dengue in Brazil based on temperature and precipitation data, plus
population density, altitude, and past dengue relative risk, in a spatiotemporal hierarchical Bayesian model; three-month-ahead
forecasts for June, 2014 achieved a hit rate of 57%16, 17, 53. As previously mentioned, Buczak et al. combined temperature and
weather variables with demographic, political, and other environmental variables to forecast dengue in Peru using rule-based
learning19. Shi et al. forecasted dengue in Singapore based on temperature and humidity, in addition to past dengue case
counts and demographic information, and reported mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) ranging from 17% (for one week
forecasts) to 24% (for three month forecasts)18. As referenced previously, Guo et al. combined weather data (mean temperature,
relative humidity and rainfall) with Internet data to nowcast and forecast dengue in the Chinese province Guangdong34.
While traditional dengue surveillance and these selected studies indicate the importance of weather variables, few studies
have quantified the combined contribution of weather data with novel data streams. In our study, we integrate the novel Google
Health Trends and satellite data streams with the weather data (summary statistics of temperature, relative humidity, and daily
temperature range) to nowcast dengue for all 27 states of Brazil. We quantify the contribution of each individual data stream by
refitting our statistical models with subsets of the data and comparing the cross-validated performance across model and data
subset. However, unlike Buczak et al.19, we do not use time series relating to political stability and demographics, since only
2010 yearly census data are available for Brazil.
Results
Model Comparison
Literature review and an exploratory analysis (Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) reveal spatial and temporal variation in each of the
variables from diverse data streams (out of dengue clinical case count, Google Health Trends, satellite, and weather data). Such
spatiotemporal heterogeneity through 2010-16 in Brazil has motivated consideration of several time series models, varying
in complexity and inclusion of certain variables: seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA), SARIMAX
with variables transformed through principal component analysis (PCA), SARIMAX with variables transformed through
partial least squares (PLS), multiplicative and additive seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL), and vector
autoregression (VAR) with variables transformed through PCA. We believe SARIMA, SARIMAX, STL, and VAR represent
a reasonable selection of well-established time series models from statistics: SARIMA and STL contain only past dengue
cases, while SARIMAX and VAR additionally contain the exogenous data streams, so we can fairly test the contribution of
integrated Internet, satellite, and weather data for dengue nowcasting. For each state, each of these models is fit in the training
weeks (2010-14) and recursively nowcasted for the testing weeks (2015-16). Our approach mirrors practical nowcasting, by
accounting for the potential two week lag in dengue case reporting and utilizing an expanding training window. For real-time
implementation, we need an automated method to generate good nowcasts for each state. To address this need, we explore
ensemble approaches that combine the nowcasts: the first approach computes the trimmed mean, while the second approach
calculates a weighted mean, where weights are chosen to be proportional to least absolute error in the training set.
The relative mean absolute error (RMAE) of these methods (the six individual models plus two ensembles) is compared in
Figures 1 and 2, while numeric summaries for several performance metrics are presented in Table 1. Each metric is computed
within the testing set. Figure 1 demonstrates that the “best” model often varies by state, reinforcing the spatial heterogeneity
of Brazil and the importance of separately modeling each state. Generally, the ensembles outperform the individual models,
while the individual models SARIMA and SARIMAX (with PCA or PLS) outperform STL (additive or multiplicative) and
VAR. For the RMAE performance metric, the ensembles yield optimum results in 15 states, while the individual models reach
minimum error in 12 states. Of the individual models, SARIMAX (with PCA or PLS) attains minimum RMAE in seven states,
while SARIMA, STL, and VAR are optimal for RMAE in only five states. Altogether, the models containing only past dengue
count as a regressor reach minimal RMAE in only four states of the 27. These results indicate that the inclusion of exogenous
data streams often improves dengue prediction, compared to when only past dengue counts are included in the model. The
ensembles are shown to be helpful for improving average performance, e.g., the mean, median, and standard deviation of
RMAE over the states are lowest for the ensembles. Similarly, the ensembles prevent bad nowcasts from occurring in a state,
e.g., the maximum RMAE is lower for the ensembles than the individual models. In no cases have the ensembles produced the
worst nowcasts; i.e., for each state and performance metric (out of MAE, RMAE, R, RMSE, and RRMSE), the highest error
(or lowest R) are suffered by the individual models. For the trimmed mean ensemble method, Pearson correlations (between
observed and predicted values in testing) are high, ranging from 0.733 to 0.964 with a median value of 0.918. We conclude
that dengue can be accurately nowcasted for each state of Brazil, dengue prediction generally benefits from the inclusion of
exogenous data streams, and nowcast performance can be improved by automatically combining models for each state through
ensemble approaches.
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Figure 1. Heatmap of relative mean absolute error (RMAE) by model and state. Among six statistical models of dengue
and two ensembles to combine the models, we compare testing RMAE from recursive nowcasts in each Brazilian state. For a
fixed state, the displayed RMAE is standardized among the methods: dark purple corresponds to higher standardized RMAE
(worse methods), while dark green colors indicate lower standardized RMAE (better methods).
Nowcast Results for Trimmed Mean Ensemble Approach
Additional visualizations and performance metrics are provided for the trimmed mean ensemble approach, because of its
relevance to practical nowcasting and generally good performance. As displayed in Figure 3, the observed and nowcasted
dengue counts for the testing weeks (2015-16) are very close for the selected states (results for all states are included as
supplementary materials). In many cases, the observed dengue count is captured within the 95% prediction interval; empirical
coverage for each state ranges from 81% to 100%, and the median and mean empirical coverage are approximately 96.3% and
95.3%, respectively. Our strong results show that dengue within a state can be nowcasted with high accuracy and confidence.
For improved application to public health decision-making, we assign the nowcasted dengue counts to risk categories. The
National Dengue Control Programme of the Brazilian Ministry of Health defines low risk as less than 100, medium risk as
between 100 and 300, and high risk as greater than 300 cases per 100,000 people in a year71. According to this definition, we
convert the observed and nowcasted dengue case counts for each Brazilian state in 2015 to low, medium, or high risk (we do
not consider 2016 here, since the dengue case counts are unavailable for the full year). Figure 4 compares the observed versus
predicted dengue risk and shows that all states’ risk levels are correctly classified, further validating the performance of our
approach.
Figure 5 demonstrates that RMAE varies across the states; e.g., the states RS, SC, MA, RN, PB, PE, and SE have suffered
the highest error, while the states AC, AM, RR, PA, and MS have achieved the lowest error. While the spatial autocorrelation of
RMAE among adjacent states is relatively low (Moran’s72 I = 0.21), it is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.03 (from
a Monte Carlo test assuming randomly distributed RMAE across Brazilian states). Regression analyses in Figure 6 reveal
relationships among the states’ RMAE, features of the dengue case count time series, and census variables relating to education,
employment, health, and population. For each potential explanatory variable, we consider both its unlogged and natural logged
form and report the strongest correlation of the two. For qualities of time series that could impact prediction, we examine sum
of observations and define a measure of volatility. The sum and the volatility are respectively expressed as
n
∑
t=1
yt and
∑nt=1 |yt − yt−1|
n∑nt=1 yt
, (1)
where yt is the observed dengue case count for a state and n = 342 is the number of observations from 2010 to 2016. RMAE
is most strongly correlated with the volatility (R = 0.794), followed by the logged sum of case counts (R =−0.788). State
error tends to increase as volatility of the case counts increases, which could be due to noise obscuring the underlying signal.
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Figure 2. Side-by-side boxplots of relative mean absolute error (RMAE) by model. Over the 27 Brazilian states, we
compare the testing RMAE among six individual models of dengue and two ensemble methods that combine the individual
models.
Meanwhile, high error generally corresponds with low sums of case counts, suggesting that some states might suffer from small
sample size issues. However, population size is not a strong predictor of volatility, sum of case counts, or RMAE (R =−0.35).
The census variables explaining the most variation in state RMAE are logged percentage of adults who are self-employed,
logged unemployment rate among the population aged 15 to 17 years, logged rate of school attendance among the population
aged 25-29 years, logged survival probability up to age 40, and logged urban population size. Many census variables have
nonobvious regression effects on RMAE. For example, we would generally expect a high unemployment rate in a state to
contribute to higher error, due to potentially worse health infrastructure and access. In contrast, a high unemployment rate
among minors might have the opposite effect, since unemployed minors might enjoy greater educational and wealth privileges
that positively correlate with health infrastructure and access. Indeed, this latter interpretation is suggested by the negative
correlation between RMAE and unemployment rate among 15-17-year-olds. Evidently, employment, education, health, urban
population size, and qualities of the dengue case time series itself might affect nowcast performance in complex ways.
Assessing Utility of Individual Data Streams
We empirically assess the benefit of each individual data stream to dengue nowcasting in Brazil, by refitting several statistical
models with three subsets of data: 1) past case counts and Google Health Trends variables, 2) past case counts and satellite
variables, and 3) past case counts and weather variables. The resulting error from each subset and model can help quantify
the utility of each exogenous data stream (out of Google, weather, and satellite), when past dengue case counts are already
included in the model. We consider SARIMAX with PCA, SARIMAX with PLS, and VAR with PCA (i.e., all the models able
to incorporate such data) and nowcast dengue following the same protocol as above, where the only distinction is which data
streams are included.
Figure 7 displays the RMAE for each considered model paired with individual data stream, as well as previous results
from combining data streams. For the SARIMAX models (with PCA or PLS), the distribution of RMAE is very close for
all data streams. For the VAR model, the satellite and weather data streams yield performance similar to the combination of
datastreams, while the Google data suffer visibly higher RMAE and two severe outliers.
Next, we compare the models using individual data streams (SARIMAX and VAR) to models using no exogenous data
(STL and SARIMA) and models combining the exogenous data (SARIMAX, VAR, and the ensembles). For 13 out of 27
states, minimum RMAE is attained when combining the exogenous data streams; for 9 of these 13 states, the “best” model
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Figure 3. Observed vs. nowcasted dengue by Brazilian state from trimmed mean ensemble approach. Time series of
dengue are displayed for a selection of Brazilian states. The vertical dashed line marks the boundary between training and
testing weeks. The black time series corresponds to observed dengue in the training weeks (years 2010-14). The blue and red
lines correspond to predicted and observed dengue, respectively, within the testing weeks (years 2015-16), while the gray
shadings are the associated 95% prediction intervals.
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Model MAE RMAE R RMSE RRMSE
SARIMA (Q0, Q2, Q4) (6.20, 114.82, 2691.06) (.002002, .00304, .008005) (.678, .910, .956) (8.70, 193.78, 5313.70) (.00310, .00493, .0133)
(Mean, SD) (328.45, 601.70) (.00348, .00127) (.889, .0721) (592.37, 1184.52) (.00569, .00211)
SARIMAX - PCA (Q0, Q2, Q4) (6.23, 105.47, 2784.62) (.00198, .00294, .00714) (.625, .920, .975) (8.75, 177.79, 6225.67) (.00311, .00471, .0146)
(Mean, SD) (316.54, 591.57) (.00334, .00116) (.891, .0795) (618.68, 1288.59) (.00576, .00256)
SARIMAX - PLS (Q0, Q2, Q4) (6.19, 104.16, 2245.77) (.00197, .00308, .00726) (.618, .923, .970) (8.69, 177.95, 4662.04) (.000302, .00497, .0151)
(Mean, SD) (306.44, 525.27) (.00336, .00116) (.894, .0807) (570.64, 1069.39) (.00571, .00250)
STL - add. (Q0, Q2, Q4) (6.65, 121.11, 3164.44) (.00287, .00409, .00807) (.563, .871, .936) (9.61, 201.68, 6197.06) (.00390, .00667, .0133)
(Mean, SD) (421.28, 787.53) (.00419, .00134) (.842, .0920) (728.32, 1441.13) (.00683, .00258)
STL - mult. (Q0, Q2, Q4) (5.76, 126.07, 2532.55) (.00241, .00370, .00717) (.609, .891, .972) (8.16, 205.97, 5221.25) (.00369, .00616, .0108)
(Mean, SD) (363.97, 629.75) (.00379, .00111) (.876, .0807) (683.30, 1302.39) (.00647, .00205)
VAR - PCA (Q0, Q2, Q4) (7.65, 121.61, 3429.73) (.00223, .00362, .00631) (.716, .881, .944) (10.35, 196.05, 5906.13) (.00334, .0553, .00954)
(Mean, SD) (394.66, 769.71) (.00387, .00109) (.878, .0598) (640.03, 1304.89) (.00602, .00180)
Ensemble - mean (Q0, Q2, Q4) (5.94, 110.37, 2161.64) (.00196, .00275, .00528) (.733, .918, .964) (8.36, 186.69, 4351.41) (.00296, .00459, .00953)
(Mean, SD) (291.03, 510.72) (.00314, .000901) (.906, .0576) (518.89, 995.13) (.00515, .00159)
Ensemble - w. mean (Q0, Q2, Q4) (5.94, 111.95, 2114.24) (.00198, .00275, .00543) (.697, .918, .969) (8.40, 185.30, 4114.09) (.00290, .00460, .00876)
(Mean, SD) (291.63, 504.01) (.00318, .000905) (.904, .0637) (512.22, 955.75) (.00518, .00160)
Table 1. Summary of nowcast performance over Brazilian states. For each model paired with performance metric,
summary statistics over the 27 states are presented for the testing weeks (2015-16). Q0, Q2, and Q4 correspond to the
minimum, median, and maximum, respectively.
is an ensemble. Meanwhile, 10 states reach minimum RMAE for models using an individual data stream. Models involving
no exogenous data achieve optimal RMAE in only four states (AC, RR, AP, and RS). Interestingly, multiplicative STL is the
“best” model for all four of these states, and three (AC, RR, and AP) of the four states are in the North region and represent the
smallest state populations in Brazil. These results confirm that dengue nowcasting generally improves with the addition of
exogenous data, although the utility of three exogenous data streams versus one differs by Brazilian state.
Discussion
We have integrated various traditional and novel data streams, including clinical case, weather, Google Health Trends, and
satellite data to nowcast all 27 states of Brazil on a weekly basis from 2010 to 2016. Until the current work, these data streams
have never been combined to model dengue in Brazil and have been rarely combined for other disease surveillance studies. The
data are big (e.g., 13 terabytes to store the satellite data) and heterogeneous in structure, necessitating computational resources
and strategies such as high-performance, cloud, and parallel computing.
Based on these high-dimensional, complex-structured, and spatiotemporally-distributed data, we have nowcasted dengue
through methods from statistics and machine learning. For each state, we have fit six individual time series models: several good
baselines containing only past dengue cases (SARIMA, multiplicative STL, and additive STL), two extensions of SARIMA
using past dengue cases and transformed, dimension-reduced exogenous data (SARIMAX with PCA and SARIMAX with
PLS), and a multivariate model of past dengue cases and transformed, dimension-reduced exogenous data (VAR with PCA).
The model attaining minimum RMAE varies across the states, which has supported our decision to model at the state level
and motivated methods to automatically generate good nowcasts for each state. For the latter, we have explored ensemble
approaches from statistical and machine learning, including a trimmed and weighted mean of the individual model nowcasts.
The median Pearson correlation coefficient (between observed and nowcasted values) over the states for the trimmed mean
ensemble is 0.918. Meanwhile, the corresponding 95% prediction intervals reached approximately a mean empirical coverage
of 95% over the states. The low error of point estimates, the excellent coverage of prediction intervals, and the application to
practical, real-time nowcasting render our ensemble approach particularly promising. Performance comparison of the baselines
versus other models confirm that the exogenous data sources (out of Google, weather, and satellite) offer additional information
beyond past dengue case count. However, we have found that similar nowcast performance can be attained by using only one of
the data sources (especially satellite or weather) in a model, rather than combining all three. This finding reflects the general yet
counterintuitive fact that more data does not guarantee more accuracy. Regardless, our integration of these big, heterogenous
data has generated very accurate nowcasts, which reach up to a 97% Pearson correlation with observed dengue count in testing
and enable 100% classification accuracy of state risk level in 2015.
Through definition of several well-established performance metrics (RMSE, RRMSE, Pearson correlation coefficient R,
MAE, and RMAE), empirical comparison of nontrivial models containing various subsets of data streams, and rigorous cross-
validation that simulates practical nowcasting of dengue in Brazil, we believe we have met the standards outlined by Althouse
et al. for integrating novel data streams into disease surveillance systems. We have established a flexible spatiotemporal
framework for predicting dengue in Brazil that does not impose the assumption of a uniform model across space. Few studies
have combined four or more data sources to predict disease across an entire nation at the state level or finer, and our work
demonstrates that such modeling efforts are capable of obtaining strong predictive results. Further improvements are possible,
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Figure 4. Observed vs. nowcasted dengue risk in Brazilian states for the trimmed mean ensemble approach.
Observed dengue risk and nowcasted dengue risk are displayed for the 2015 testing year in Brazil. In each state, low risk,
medium risk, and high risk are respectively defined from the Brazilian Ministry of Health71 as under 100, between 100 and 300,
and more than 300 cases per 100,000 people per year. All 27 states are correctly classified.
particularly through dimension reduction techniques tailored to time series data, direct multi-step forecasting, and the addition
of more diverse models in the ensemble. Our next steps will involve extending our nowcasting system to forecasting at increased
lead times and performing systematic comparison by model, lead time, and inclusion of certain data streams. Additionally,
our methodology will be applied to the remaining spatial levels of Brazil, e.g., mesoregion, microregion, and municipality, to
investigate how performance is affected by spatial granularity. Finally, methodology and results can be generalized to similar
countries and mosquito-borne viruses.
Methods
In the Data section, we describe our data’s source, its aggregation, and its exploratory analysis. The data exhibit strong
seasonality, autocorrelation, spatial heterogeneity, and high-dimensionality, motivating our predictive modeling approach. In
the Predictive Modeling Approach section, we discuss cross-validation, dimension reduction, and our spatiotemporal modeling
framework. In the Individual Predictive Models section, we explain the considered time series models of dengue in Brazil.
Finally, the Combining Predictive Models section details ensemble methods to automatically generate good nowcasts for each
state.
Data
Over the seven year period from January 3, 2010 to July 17, 2016, we use as data streams multispectral satellite imagery,
climatological data, and Google Health Trends to describe and predict clinical surveillance data of dengue count in Brazil.
All data streams have been aggregated to the state level and weekly time unit for modeling, which results in up to 115 time
series variables over 342 weeks for each state. When aggregating, we consider several summary statistics (minimum, mean,
maximum, and standard deviation), as a compromise between retaining valuable statistical information and limiting the data’s
dimension.
Satellite Imagery
For each municipality from 2010 to 2016, we have collected data via the Descartes Labs platform from four satellites (Sentinel-2
and Landsats 5, 7, 8) that imaged the full municipality each day. Various indices related to mosquito habitat (e.g., normalized
burn ratio) are computed at the 10-30 meter resolution. To aggregate the daily values to weekly values, we compute over the
seven days of each week several summary statistics: minimum, mean, and maximum. Next, these weekly variables, collected
from the municipality level, are aggregated to the state level. For each state, summary statistics (minimum, mean, maximum,
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Figure 5. Relative mean absolute error (RMAE) over the Brazilian states from the trimmed mean ensemble
approach. Among the 27 Brazilian states, we compare the testing RMAE, where map breaks are chosen as quartiles. There is
a low but statistically significant spatial autocorrelation in the states’ error.
and standard deviation) of each weekly satellite variable are computed over the municipalities. This results in a total of 52
satellite variables per state, summarized in Table 2. For example, for the state of Minas Gerais (MG), the minimum, mean,
maximum, and standard deviation of the mean NDVI variable are calculated over its 853 municipalities.
For each state, the variables resulting from the mean summary statistic (over municipality) are plotted in Figure 8. The
satellite variables tend to reach more extreme values during the years 2010 to 2013, as compared to 2014-6; e.g., in Roraima
(RR), the variables Minimum Green NDWI, Minimum NBR, Minimum NDVI, Minimum SWIR, and Mean Green NDWI reach
lower values in 2010-13 (than in 2014-16), while the remaining variables achieve higher values in 2010-13 (than in 2014-16).
Meanwhile, differences can be observed in the satellite variables between states. For example, the Mean NBR variable has
exhibited approximately no changes over time (zero variance) in all shown states, except for RR, RJ, SC, and DF. Additionally,
the Minimum SWIR NDWI variable reaches lower values in RR and PA than the other shown states. Such spatiotemporal
distinctions between states’ satellite variables may correspond to spatiotemporal differences in mosquito habitat, motivating our
decision to model each state’s dengue count with these satellite time series variables.
Climatological Data
We have collected data from weather stations via the “Global Surface Summary of the Day” (GSOD) dataset from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)73. There are 613 weather stations across Brazil that provide daily
climatological data. We select a subset of measures associated with dengue, including summary statistics of temperature and
humidity. Since there are 5564 municipalities in Brazil (as of 2010), many localities are not covered by these stations. To
address this limitation, we have used kriging methods to interpolate the values across the entire nation. After kriging, we
calculate an additional weather variable, daily range in temperature. To aggregate the daily data to the weekly unit, we compute
summary statistics (minimum, mean, and maximum) of each value over the seven days. Similar to the satellite variables, the
weekly weather variables are then aggregated to the state level by computing summary statistics (minimum, mean, maximum,
and standard deviation) over the municipalities. This results in a total of 40 weather variables for each state.
For each state, the weather variables corresponding to the mean summary statistic (over the municipalities) are plotted from
2010-16 in Figure 9. As expected, these variables are strongly periodic, peaking at approximately the same time each year.
However, there are notable differences between states in terms of volatility and the amplitude of seasonality. For example, the
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Figure 6. Correlating relative mean absolute error (RMAE) with variables across the Brazilian states. We use census
variables and features of the dengue case count time series (volatility and logged sum of case counts) to predict state RMAE
through simple linear regression models. For each explanatory variable, the corresponding fitted line, observed points, and
Pearson correlation coefficient R are displayed. 11/36
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Figure 7. Quantifying the contribution of individual data streams vs. combination of data streams. Relative mean
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Category Source Variables
Satellite Descartes Labs Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
Green Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI)
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
SWIR Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI)
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
SWIR Normalized Burn Ratio (NBR)
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
SWIR Proportion of Cloudy Pixels
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
Weather NOAA GSOD73 Temperature
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
Relative humidity
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
Daily Range in Temperature
Minimum, mean, and maximum (over 7 days)
Minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation (over municipalities)
Google Google Trends74 “aedes”
“aedes aegypti”, “aedes egı´pcio”, “aegypti”, “egı´pcio”
“dengue”
“dengue virus”, “dengue e´ vı´rus”, “dengue fever”,
“dengue hemorrhagic fever”, “dengue sintomas”, “DENV”, “DHF”
“mosquito”
“mosquito dengue”, “mosquitoes”, “novo vı´rus da dengue”,
sintomas da dengue, vı´rus da dengue
Clinical Dengue Cases Brazilian Ministry Count of confirmed dengue cases
of Health71
Table 2. Summary of data streams for modeling dengue in each Brazilian state.
states RJ, SP, SC, RS, and DF are the most volatile here, and PA is the least. DF tends to exhibit a higher seasonal amplitude in
its variables (reflecting more extreme seasonal changes in weather), while states like RR have lower seasonal amplitudes. Such
spatial differences reinforce the importance of modeling at the state, rather than the national level. Meanwhile, the prominent
seasonality of these variables inspire consideration of time series methods that can handle such data, e.g., seasonal differencing
or seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL).
Google Search Trends
We have collected weekly data from Google Health Trends, since Google is the most widely used search engine and has a 97%
market share in Brazil75. Google provides de-identified, normalized, region-specific trends in search activity via the Google
Trends website74. At the country and state levels of Brazil from January 2011 to June 2017, we have obtained data for 19
dengue-related keywords (listed in Table 2), including Portuguese and English terms for “dengue”, “mosquito,” and “aedes
aegypti,” the primary vector of dengue1.
In Figure 10, the values of the Google variables are shown for a selection of states over the years 2010-16 (DF has Google
data unavailable prior to 2014). For most displayed variables, there are seasonal spikes approximately coinciding with dengue
season. However, the variables differ substantially across space and time. For many states, the variables are more volatile
in 2010-11 than in 2012-16, and SE features gaps in 2010-11. The state RR exhibits very high noise in its Google variables,
compared to the more periodic seasonal patterns formed in the other states. Among most states (PA, BA, RJ, SC, RS, and DF),
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Figure 8. Satellite variables in each Brazilian state. For a selection of Brazilian states, satellite variables are plotted from
2010 to 2016. (Variables with approximately zero variance in all states are omitted.) Plots for the remaining 18 states are
included as supplementary materials.
a prominent global maximum is attained in 2016, while SP peaks in 2015 (but also attains a very high local maximmum in
2016), and SE peaks in 2010-11. Perhaps most notably, the most common Google search keywords differ substantially by
state. Searches for “dengue fever” are the most common in PA, BA, and SC; searches for “dengue”, “sintomas da dengue”,
“mosquito”, and “dengue hemorrhagic fever” are dominant in RJ, SP, RS, and DF; and searches for “DHF” are popular in RR
and SE. Among the considered exogenous data streams (out of Google, satellite, and weather), the Google variables feature the
greatest distinctions temporally and spatially.
Dengue Case Data
The Brazilian Ministry of Health for Dengue provided the epidemiological dengue data from January 3, 2010 to July 17, 2016.
This dataset contains newly diagnosed cases per epidemiological week for each of the 5564 municipalities. In Brazil, dengue
case investigation forms include information on basic demographic data, dates of symptom onset and sample collection, case
classification (dengue fever, DHF, DSS, or discarded case), and outcome. Individual data are locally entered into Brazil’s
National Reportable Disease Information System (SINAN) and subsequently transmitted to state and national levels76. These
data are considered “gold standard” for mosquito-borne disease reporting, covering both time and space in Brazil. However,
like most disease surveillance data, they are subject to underreporting; SINAN contains only about half the cases reported to the
National Unified Health System (SUS)77.
The dengue cases are summarized spatially and temporally in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. Figure 11 maps the total
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Figure 9. Weather variables in each Brazilian state. For a selection of Brazilian states, weather variables are plotted from
2010 to 2016. (Variables with approximately zero variance in all states are omitted.) Plots for the remaining 18 states are
included as supplementary materials.
number of dengue cases per person for each state, where population estimates are obtained from the 2010 Brazilian state census
data. Among the states, cases range from approximately 0.0923% to 13.2% of the population, with states in the Center-West
(DF, GO, MS, MT) and Southeast (ES, MG, RJ, SP) regions experiencing the greatest burden. In Figure 12, the number of
dengue cases from 2010 to 2015 is displayed for each epidemic week in a state. As expected, these curves generally exhibit
symmetric epidemic curves in the June-October months (“dengue season”), peaks around April, decreases until December, and
small increases starting April. Surprisingly, this pattern is less pronounced for some states: RR and DF experience peaks as late
as September-October, while PA and SE have approximately bimodal structures. There are several potential explanations for
these results: 1) some states’ dengue transmission may deviate from the classic dengue epidemic curve, e.g., due to presence of
new serotypes or tourism effects; 2) some states’ clinical case data contain reporting biases, e.g., misreporting of chikungunya
or Zika cases as dengue; or 3) small states experience greater sampling variation. Regardless, this spatial variation in dengue
cases encourages a model-fitting and nowcasting process specific to each state.
Predictive Modeling Approach
Literature review (Introduction) and exploratory analysis (Methods - Data) have suggested the importance of diverse data
streams for accurately modeling dengue. Each of the variables in our dataset (out of Google, weather, satellite, and clinical
dengue case count) generally feature distinctions across states and time. Meanwhile, obtaining specialized forecasts for each
state in Brazil might benefit public health decision-making; by understanding the risks specific to each area, specialists can
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Figure 10. Google variables in each Brazilian state. For a selection of Brazilian states, Google Health Trends variables are
plotted from 2010 to 2016. (Variables with approximately zero variance in all states are omitted.) Plots for the remaining 18
states are included as supplementary materials.
more effectively tailor resources and policy. Hence, we develop the following spatiotemporal modeling framework: dengue is
separately modeled for each of the 27 states and assumed to be affected only by neighboring states. For example, the state
of Rio de Janeiro (RJ) can be modeled using satellite, weather, and Google data defined for the state, as well as dengue case
counts for the states SP, MG, and ES; forecasts are subsequently generated specific to RJ. Unlike most past work on dengue
modeling, we do not assume there is one “best” model across all states and instead allow each state to potentially be modeled
differently than others. While spatial interactions between states may be more complex, we believe our framework to be a good
balance between model simplicity, nowcast accuracy, and practical application to public health. All predictive modeling is
implemented in the statistical programming environment R78, and task parallelism (fitting and nowcasting across the 27 states)
is performed through the R packages snow79 and parallel80.
Cross-Validation
Due to limited availability of Brazilian case count data, we estimate the predictive performance of our methods within the
dataset. Such estimation is prone to optimistic results from model “over-fitting”, i.e. fitting the model to the specific dataset
rather than to the underlying data-generating phenomenon. Cross-validation (CV) is essential to provide less biased estimates
of model error (or accuracy), so we implement CV through independent training and testing weeks. There are 342 weeks of
dengue data total: we assign weeks 1 through 261 to be for training, and weeks 262 through 342 for testing. This approximate
76 : 24 training:testing split of weeks is chosen to ensure at least one full year for testing, while having sufficient training data
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Figure 11. Number of dengue clinical cases per person in each Brazilian state. For each state, the number of dengue
clinical cases (from January, 2010 to July, 2016) per person is displayed. Map breaks are chosen as quartiles.
(five full seasons) to account for high variation in dengue count between years. We choose as metrics the root mean square
error (RMSE), relative RMSE (RRSME), Pearson correlation, mean absolute error (MAE), and relative MAE (RMAE), defined
here as
RMSE =
√
1
n∑t
(yt − yˆt)2,
RRMSE =
√
1
n ∑t(yt − yˆt)2
∑t yt
=
RMSE
∑t yt
,
R =
∑t(yt − y¯)(yˆt − ¯ˆyt)√
∑t(yt − y¯)2
√
∑t(yˆt − ¯ˆy)2
,
MAE =
∑t |yt − yˆt |
n
, and
RMAE =
MAE
∑t yt
,
(2)
where yt , yˆt , y¯t , and ¯ˆyt are, respectively, observed dengue, predicted dengue, sample mean dengue, and sample mean predicted
dengue within a state for week t out of n total weeks. The predictive performance must be assessed from the testing set, so we
set the summation indices to t = 262, . . . ,342 when calculating these metrics. RMSE and MAE are some of the most common
performance metrics for quantitative data and can be used to compare model performance, but they are not unitless measures
and hence cannot be compared across states. RRMSE, R, and RMAE are unitless alternatives that can be used to compare
performance across states.
To simulate real-time dengue prediction in Brazil, we obtain nowcasts for the testing weeks in each state using only data we
would expect to be available at that time. In practice, we expect that health agencies can provide dengue case reports within two
weeks of incidence. Hence, for every testing week, we update our training dengue case count variables from as recent as two
weeks prior and produce 2-step-ahead forecasts (which are thus nowcasts corresponding to current time t). More precisely, for
week t in the testing set (where t is an integer above 4), we train a model using all 261 training weeks plus the prior testing
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Figure 12. Mean dengue cases over epidemic weeks in each Brazilian state. For a selection of Brazilian states, the
number of dengue cases per epidemic week (computed over all weeks from 2010 to 2015) is displayed in gray from June to
May. The black lines correspond to the mean number of dengue cases per epidemic week during the same period. The year
2016 is omitted due to unavailable data for the full year. The remaining 18 Brazilian states’ case counts are plotted in the
supplementary materials section.
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weeks, 262,263, . . . ,262+ t−4. When neighboring dengue case counts are included as predictors in a model for a state, the
two week lag time is addressed by forecasting the values for the two weeks through a simple SARIMA model. Meanwhile, the
weather, satellite, and Google variables can be updated in real-time, so we allow dengue to be forecasted at time t with values
of these variables for as recent as time t.
Dimension Reduction of Exogenous Variables
Several of our models presented in the next section include the satellite, climate, Google Health Trends variables, and dengue
case counts from neighboring states. Unless otherwise noted, we refer to these variables as exogenous variables and denote
them as {zt1},{zt2}, . . . ,{ztm}, while the true dengue count for the modeled state is considered the endogenous variable and
denoted as {yt}. Here, we discuss our motivations and methods for reducing their dimension.
There are up to m = 115 exogenous variables per state, and including all or most of those variables in our models could
violate model assumptions and decrease nowcast accuracy. The models in the next section require the exogenous variables to
be uncorrelated, which is an assumption frequently violated; for example, four summary statistics (minimum, mean, maximum,
and standard deviation) of the maximum temperature are represented as variables and expected to have high correlations among
themselves. Additionally, including too many predictors can contribute to over-fitting, resulting in severe reductions of testing
accuracy. To address such issues, we apply techniques of dimension reduction, expressing information from the full set of
variables in a smaller, more concise subset.
First, we omit any variables with zero-variance in the training or testing set. Then we consider principal component analysis
(PCA) and partial least squares (PLS), two well-established methods from statistics that transform and reduce the dimension of
the exogenous variables through singular value decomposition (SVD). PCA and its variants have been applied to time series
analysis81. Briefly, PCA is an orthogonal linear transformation that maximizes the covariance of the predictors in the lowest
dimension possible (through the top “principal components”). PCA is considered an unsupervised method, because it does not
incorporate information about the response variable. PLS can be viewed as a supervised modification of PCA, transforming the
variables such that they are strongly correlated with the response, uncorrelated among themselves, and maximize covariance.
The relationship between these methods is discussed in82, among other works. Our approach for incorporating principal
components and partial least squares scores into a model is specific to the model, so we refer further explanation to the next
section.
Individual Predictive Models
We discuss the individual models considered for nowcasting dengue in Brazil. For a fixed state, all models are separately fit for
that state, using the expanding training weeks as previously defined. Subsequently for that state, recursive nowcasts (2-step
ahead forecasts) are obtained for the testing weeks.
We consider six different time series models, chosen because they are well-understood in statistics, explicitly account for
temporal dependency, and range in complexity and inclusion of variables. These models, as well as two methods for combining
them (detailed in a later section), are summarized in Table 3. SARIMA (1) and the STL models (4, 5) contain only past dengue
case counts, while SARIMAX (2, 3) and VAR (6) additionally contain the exogenous variables from heterogenous data streams
(Google Health trends, weather, satellite, and neighboring state case counts). Hence, models (1, 4, 5) can represent nontrivial
baselines that can be compared against the models combining novel and traditional data streams (2, 3, 6). For each model,
we produce both point estimates and the standard 95% prediction intervals based on asymptotic normality of errors. We note
that the dengue response is not constrained to be a count, which would limit choice of time series models and availability of
statistical software. In some rare cases, dengue forecasts are slightly below 0, which we simply convert to 0.
Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model
SARIMA is one of the most popular models in time series analysis. The model can be denoted by ARIMA(p,d,q)× (P,D,Q),
where p,d,q are respectively the autoregressive, difference, and moving average components and P,D,Q are the seasonal
autoregressive, difference, and moving average components. Define B to be the backshift operator, i.e., Byt = yt−1. We
can define order k of B as Bkyt = yt−k, where k is a nonnegative integer. Similarly, define ∆ as the difference operator, i.e.,
∆k = (1−B)k for any nonnegative integer k. The model can be expressed as
ΦP(BS)φ(B)∆DS ∆
dyt = δ +ΘQ(BS)θ(B)wt , (3)
where δ is an intercept, wt is white noise, φ(B) and θ(B) are respectively autoregressive and moving average components
of orders p and q (i.e., φ(B) = 1−φ1B−φ2B2− . . .−φpBp and θ(B) = 1+θ1B+θ2B2 + . . . ,θqBq), S is the seasonal order,
ΦP(BS) and ΘQ(BS) are seasonal autoregressive and moving average components with orders P and Q, and ∆d = (1−B)d and
∆DS = (1−BS)D are the ordinary and seasonal difference components83. In practice, a major challenge of forecasting through
SARIMA is choosing appropriate orders, which can drastically affect predictive performance. Additionally, a fundamental
assumption of SARIMA is that the time series {yt} is stationary.
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Type Model Description
Individual Models (1) Seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) no exogenous variables
(2) SARIMAX with principal component analysis (PCA) exogenous variables
(3) SARIMAX with partial least squares (PLS) exogenous variables
(4) Additive seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL) no exogenous variables
(5) Multiplicative STL no exogenous variables
(6) Vector autoregression with PCA-transformed data “exogenous”1 variables
Combining Models (7) Trimmed mean ensemble robustly computes mean of predictions
(8) Weighted mean ensemble computes weighted mean of predictions
Table 3. Summary of models to nowcast dengue in each Brazilian state. We list the individual models of dengue and
whether they include exogenous variables or no exogenous variables. The exogenous variables include Google, weather, and
satellite data (from as recent as the current week), as well as neighboring state case counts (from as recent as two weeks prior).
All individual models additionally contain past dengue count for the state (from as recent as two weeks prior). We also list
ensemble methods, which aggregate nowcasts from the individual models. 1“Exogenous” variables are technically considered
endogenous in a VAR model, which is multivariate.
Any nonstationarity is addressed by first performing the Box-Cox transformation fλ : {yt}→ R defined by
fλ (yt) =
{
ytλ−1
λ , if λ 6= 0
log(yt), if λ = 0,
(4)
where the parameter λ is estimated from the time series {yt}. Next, the difference orders d and D are constrained to be less
than 3 and 2, respectively, and chosen through unit root tests. The remaining orders p,q,P, and Q are identified through model
selection. To reduce the number of possible combinations and the potential for overspecified models, we consider only the
orders p = 0,1, . . . ,5, q = 0,1, . . . ,5, P = 0,1,2, and Q = 0,1,2. For each combination of these orders, we fit a model and
assess the fit through some chosen criterion. We choose a popular criterion from statistics, Akaike’s Information Criterion
(AIC), defined in general as
AIC =−2log(L)+2K, (5)
where L is the maximized likelihood of the model fitted to the data and K is the number of parameters in the model84. For
SARIMA specifically, K = p+ q+P+Q+ o, where o = 1 if the intercept δ 6= 0 and 0 otherwise85. (We tested another
well-established criterion, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)86, but it often produced models that were too sparse.)
Here, we determine the “best” model for a state to be the one whose orders yield the lowest AIC. This modeling process is
implemented through the R package forecast87.
SARIMAX
For methods (2) and (3), we incorporate the exogenous variables from diverse data streams by generalizing the SARIMA model
from (1). The exogenous variables are transformed through PCA in (2) and through PLS in (3).
Let {st1},{st2}, . . . ,{stk} be the k transformed, dimension-reduced variables from PCA or PLS, where k is an integer
satisfying k ≤ m. Then the model for (2) or (3) can be denoted by SARIMAX(p,d,q)× (P,D,Q), defined as
yt = β1st1 + . . .+βkstk +ut , (6)
where β j for j = 1, . . . ,k is a coefficient, and the error ut is modeled as SARIMA(p,d,q)× (P,D,Q), i.e.,
ΦP(BS)φ(B)∆DS ∆
dut = δ +ΘQ(BS)θ(B)wt , (7)
with all notation as in Equation 3.
A similar model selection process is followed for PCA and PLS. We retain a dimension of five to encourage model parsimony
and reduce risk of over-fitting. For each of the 52 = 32 nonempty subsets of transformed variables, we fit a SARIMAX model
(with model orders simultaneously identified following the same AIC-minimizing process as above). The final model is chosen
as the subset of variables and combination of model orders with minimum AIC. The distinction is that for PLS, we reduce the
dimension to five by choosing the top partial least squares scores. For PCA, we choose the five principal components most
strongly correlated with dengue case count. Since PCA is unsupervised, without the correlation condition, it is possible that the
top “principal components” could be unrelated to dengue forecasting.
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Seasonal Trend Decomposition Based on LOESS (STL)
Seasonal trend decomposition based on LOESS (STL) is a nonparametric, univariate decomposition of a time series into three
components: seasonal, trend, and remainder88. STL is among the most popular time series decomposition methods, and its
advantages over others include its fast computation, flexibility in extent of trend or seasonality smoothing, robustness to outliers,
and greater specification of the seasonal component’s period88. We have considered both additive and multiplicative forms of
the model, i.e.,
yt = Tt +St +Rt (8)
and
yt = TtStRt , (9)
respectively, where Tt , St , and Rt are the trend, seasonal, and remainder components at time t. The components Tt and St are
estimated through successive passes of a nested (inner and outer) loop algorithm, which applies several smoothers (LOESS89
and moving average) and robustness weights to flexibly and robustly fit the data. There are six main parameters that must be
specified: the periodicity (D) of the time series, the number of inner and outer loops (i,o, respectively), and the span of the
LOESS window for seasonal component estimation, trend component estimation, and the low-pass filter (ns,nt ,nl , respectively).
We specify the seasonal periodicity as D = 52, to reflect the yearly pattern followed by weekly dengue count. The respective
parameters i and o are chosen as 1 and 15, the recommended values for robust fitting of STL87. The low-pass filter span nl
is specified as 53, the minimum odd integer greater than or equal to D, as suggested in87. We have specified the remaining
parameters as ns = 155 and ts = 25, by comparing model fit within the training set for a range of odd values.
The seasonal component St is forecasted through an exponential state smoothing model90, which visually produces forecasts
repeating a similar periodic pattern. The deseasonalized time series (Yt −St for an additive model and YtSt for multiplicative) is
forecasted through SARIMA, following the same process outlined in the SARIMA section. Finally, the forecasted series is
reconstructed by summing or multiplying the predicted components, similarly as in Equations 8 and 9. The SARIMAX fitting
and forecasting is implemented through the R package forecast.
Vector Autoregression (VAR)
For each time step t, the SARIMAX model in Equation 6 includes the exogenous variables only at t. However, these variables
may relate to the dengue count {yt} at lagged times. To accommodate such lags, we consider the vector autoregression model
(VAR).
VAR is a popular, flexible, and powerful method for modeling and forecasting multiple time series91. In contrast to the
previously presented models, VAR is multivariate, modeling multiple response variables simultaneously as a response vector.
While our priority is forecasting dengue (not other variables), a multivariate model can help capture complex temporal dynamics
between variables and improve the accuracy of dengue forecasts.
Let yt = (yt1,yt2, . . . ,ytk)T denote a k× 1 response vector at time t, where yt1 = yt is the dengue count for a state and
for each i = 2, . . . ,k, yti = zti is one of the m “exogenous” variables. (For clarity, we continue referring to these variables as
“exogenous”, even though they are considered endogenous in a multivariate model such as VAR.) A VAR(p) model can be
specified as
yt = A
1yt−1 + . . .+A
pyt−p +wt , (10)
where Ai for i = 1, . . . , p are k× k coefficient matrices and wt is a white noise vector91.
With some algebra, each entry of the response vector yt can be expanded from Equation 10, e.g., dengue count can be
expressed as
yt1 = yt = A111yt−1,1 + . . .+A
1
1kyt−1,k +A
2
11yt−2,1 + . . .+A
2
1kyt−2,k + . . .+A
p
11yt−p,1 + . . .+A
p
1kyt−p,k +wt1, (11)
where AiMN is the entry in row M and column N in the coefficient matrix A
i, for i = 1, . . . , p. This equation for dengue will be
used to obtain forecasts in the testing weeks. Similarly to the models from previous sections, a challenge of VAR in practice is
selecting appropriate variables and the autoregressive order p. To reduce model complexity and risk of over-fitting, we limit the
maximum order to be p = 8.
We apply PCA to the set of “exogenous” variables. (PLS is not applied here, as its supervised algorithm would fail to
identify relationships between lagged variables.) Similarly as in SARIMAX with PCA, we seek the principal components that
might help predict dengue. We calculate the cross-correlation function between dengue count and each principal component for
lags up to 8 (lags beyond 8 need not be considered, since we have constrained the autoregressive order p to be less than or
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equal to 8); the principal components are ranked by strength of cross-correlation when leading dengue and the top five are
selected. To identify an appropriate autoregressive order p for the VAR(p) model, we proceed with model selection on this
reduced feature set. We fit a model in training for all combinations of the five principal components and autoregressive orders
p = 1,2, . . . ,8. The “best” model is selected as the one that minimizes the AIC84, chosen for similar reasons as for SARIMA
and defined in Equation 5 with K = p(k+1)+2 (where k is the length of the response vector). This model is subsequently
used to forecast within the testing weeks. The VAR fitting and forecasting is implemented through the vars package in R92.
Combining Predictive Models
As demonstrated in the Results section, the “best” statistical model of dengue (achieving minimum testing error) differs across
states. However, high temporal variation in dengue count indicates that a state’s “best” method in the testing weeks (2015-16)
might not be the best in the future. For real-time, practical nowcasting, we consider ensemble methods to automatically
generate robust predictions for each state. Ensembles are statistical learning models that combine individual models, with the
goal of capturing the strengths of each individual in a diverse set93, 94. Theoretically and empirically, ensembles have often
outperformed individual models for general prediction tasks93, as well as time series prediction95. Common approaches involve
perturbing the data (e.g., through bagging), altering the individual models (e.g., by adding regularization terms), or aggregating
the outputs from individual models (e.g., by computing the mean)95. Due to the good performance of our individual models in
training, we expect simple, common aggregation methods to perform well and consider a trimmed and weighted mean.
A trimmed mean robustly measures center by removing extreme observations from a sample before computing its mean95.
We specify the trimmed mean to remove the most extreme 20% of observations, which here corresponds to omitting the
minimum and maximum nowcasts. For each state and week t = 262, . . . ,342 in testing, the trimmed mean ensemble nowcast is
computed as the mean of the trimmed sample {yˆt(2) , yˆt(3) , . . . , yˆt(5)}, which has omitted the minimum and maximum nowcasts
yˆt(1) and yˆt(6) . To produce 95% prediction intervals, we use a conservative approach: the bounds are selected as the minimum and
maximum of the 95% prediction interval bounds (previously computed through the standard asymptotic normality procedures)
associated with the nowcasts in the trimmed sample {yˆt(2) , yˆt(3) , . . . , yˆt(5)}.
Weighted means are another common approach in aggregation-based ensembles, where the weights are often chosen based
on individual model performance in the training or validation set95. For the purposes of selecting weights, we divide our
main training set into a smaller training set (weeks t = 1,2, . . . ,157) and a validation set (weeks t = 158,159, . . . ,261). On the
validation set, we refit each individual model by mirroring the previously discussed cross-validation approach. The weights for
a state are selected as the proportion of times an individual model’s prediction has minimized the l1 norm (between observed
and predicted dengue) in the validation set. For example, suppose that yˆt = yˆt VAR minimizes |yˆt − yt | only for the three weeks
t = 158,159,162; then the weight for VAR would be 3261−158+1 . For each state, using its weights computed from the validation
set, the weighted mean is calculated for each nowcast in the testing weeks. The 95% prediction intervals are computed similarly
as above.
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Figure 13. Satellite variables in each Brazilian state (2).
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Figure 14. Satellite variables in each Brazilian state (3).
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Figure 15. Weather variables in each Brazilian state (2).
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Figure 16. Weather variables in each Brazilian state (3).
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Figure 17. Google variables in each Brazilian state (2).
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Figure 18. Google variables in each Brazilian state (3).
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Figure 19. Mean dengue cases over epidemic weeks in each Brazilian state (2).
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Figure 20. Mean dengue cases over epidemic weeks in each Brazilian state (3).
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Figure 21. Observed vs. nowcasted dengue by Brazilian state from trimmed mean ensemble approach (2).
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Figure 22. Observed vs. nowcasted dengue by Brazilian state from trimmed mean ensemble approach (3).
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